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Abstract. Engineering of complex intelligent systems often requires experts to
decompose the task into smaller constituent processes. This allows the domain
experts to identify and solve specific sub-tasks, which collectively solve the
system's goals. The engineering of individual processes and their relationships
represent a knowledge acquisition challenge, which is complicated by incremental ad-hoc revisions that are inevitable in light of evolving data and expertise. Incremental revisions introduce a risk of degrading the system and limit
experts’ ability to build complex intelligent systems. We present an incremental
engineering method called ProcessNet that structures incremental ad-hoc
changes to a system and mitigates the risks of the changes degrading the system. A medical image analysis application developed using ProcessNet demonstrates that despite a large number of ad-hoc, incremental changes the system's
ability and accuracy in segmenting multiple anatomical regions in High Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) scans continue to improve.
Keywords: Knowledge Acquisition, Incremental Software Engineering, Computer Vision, Medical Image Analysis.

1 Introduction
Knowledge is commonly accepted as a fundamental component of any intelligent
system. Such systems require knowledge to describe not just the domain specific
attributes for a given problem, but also the control knowledge pertaining to how the
algorithms should be combined intelligently to solve the problem. The challenge in
constructing any intelligent system often lies in acquiring the knowledge from either
labeled data via inductive pattern recognition and machine learning techniques [1], or
directly from experts via knowledge engineering methods [2].
While these are commonly accepted approaches to acquire the knowledge, what is
seldom considered is how the systems using this knowledge should evolve over time
with the evolving data and level of expertise. The distribution of data available may
change over time, bringing to light previously unseen cases. Alternatively new techniques or algorithms may be discovered as the expertise in the domain and problem
evolves. As a consequence the underlying domain and control knowledge for a given
system must also change over time.
The challenges of incrementally acquiring knowledge in the form of rules from experts have been successfully addressed by Ripple Down Rules (RDR) [3]. RDR’s
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incremental revision strategy validates each change to a rule against existing cornerstone cases to ensure that the changes do not degrade the knowledge within the
knowledge base. RDRs have been successfully employed to solve a number of challenging tasks in a variety of domains including [4 - 7]. RDR however only manage
the knowledge within the rules of a knowledge base and ignore the knowledge within
the rule interpreters, the library functions or source code of various algorithms that act
on RDR’s concluding inference. Also RDR capture and validate knowledge for a
specific task in isolation.
As the complexity of a system grows however, it is often required to break it up
into multiple parts rather than treat it as a single monolithic system. By dividing a
system into smaller processes, we can identify key tasks and their influence on each
other as they collectively solve the system’s goals. This not only makes the task of
engineering complex systems manageable, but also allows multiple experts to collaborate on constructing the system by focusing on processes within their area of
expertise.
The knowledge acquisition for such intelligent systems must thus extend beyond
just the acquisition of knowledge at a single process and a single expert. It must also
consider the knowledge of how one process interacts with others. In a system of processes, modification at a process may change its output, which would in turn impact
upon other processes that use that output. The dependencies between processes
thus introduce a risk that a change may adversely degrade the performance of other
processes and in turn the entire system.
In this work we propose a method called ProcessNet to incrementally engineer
a network of processes in light of improving data, and evolving expertise and
techniques, whilst managing the risks of ad-hoc changes degrading the system. ProcessNet addresses the knowledge acquisition bottlenecks faced when engineering
all aspects of tacit and explicit knowledge for multiple processes, allowing large
intelligent systems to be developed and adapted over time.
We have used ProcessNet to incrementally engineer a complex medical image
analysis system, which automatically segments (i.e. delineates) multiple anatomical
regions in High Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) scans of the lungs. The
system, starting with no knowledge, is incrementally engineered to a complex network of 25 processes, each using a variety of computer vision algorithms, rules
systems or pattern recognition techniques. In this study we present the system’s improving accuracy in segmenting lungs, spine, sternum and shoulder as evaluated
against hand-marked ground truth of 342 images from 20 patient studies. We also
present the system’s ability to accurately segment lung regions on a larger set of 583
images from 40 patient studies. The results show that despite more than 221 changes
to different parts of the system, the system’s processes continued to improve as better
training data and improved vision expertise become available.
Engineering of software systems via such a generalized RDR-based knowledge acquisition technique has been previously suggested but not realized [8]. Other works
such as [9] have been broadly framed within the generalized RDR approach. ProcessNet is the first development of a system where dealing with many components
in an incremental fashion was essential. It was motivated by generalized RDR but
has developed a specific approach to deal with the complex domain of computer
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vision. ProcessNet provides a concrete methodology and demonstrates its ability to
incrementally engineer a medical image segmentation system that simultaneously
segments multiple anatomical regions.

2 ProcessNet
We propose a strategy called ProcessNet that minimizes the risk of degrading a system when engineered incrementally. ProcessNet extends the ideas of incremental
validated revisions in Ripple Down Rules (RDR) [3] to the engineering of software
systems. RDR are an incremental knowledge acquisition technique that encode
knowledge in a nested hierarchy of rules and their exceptions. An expert can quickly
correct errors in an RDR knowledge base by adding an exception rule that overrides
the failing rule.
The fundamental idea of RDR is that any change to the knowledge must only be allowed if it is consistent with the existing cases that led to the knowledge thus far. To
ensure this, each rule within an RDR knowledge base is supported by cases that
prompted the addition or modification of that rule, known as cornerstone cases. Adding a rule or modifying an existing rule requires each of the potentially affected cornerstones to be checked so as to ensure that they continue to be handled correctly.
This validated change strategy is a reasonable and effective approach to structuring
what is typically ad-hoc knowledge acquisition in incremental settings and has been
successfully applied to many areas including automatic interpretation of pathology
results [4] and VLSI chip design [5].
In ProcessRDR [6, 7], multiple RDRs were used to incrementally acquire domain
and control knowledge to guide image-processing tasks in a computer vision system.
Each RDR knowledge base captures knowledge on algorithm selection, parameter
tuning of algorithms and classification for a specific image analysis task. A change to
rules within the knowledge base is validated using the rule’s cornerstones, just as in
RDR. However, changes made to source code and algorithms outside the rules are not
managed, nor the impact of changes across multiple interdependent processes. Consider a process A within a system that measures features from an image and provides
those features for subsequent inference by another process B. Changes in A can
change the nature of the features produced by A. These changes may be significant
enough to cause the values of features to lie beyond the range of values expected by
process B and consequently affect B’s ability to process new and even existing cases
correctly. Validation to evaluate the impact of changes across processes becomes
critical as the number of processes within a system grows. ProcessNet addresses these
limitations.
ProcessNet considers a system as a network of processes, each responsible for a
task, and that collectively solve the overall system goals. The system can be represented as a directed graph, where each process is a node and a directed edge between
them represents the information flow between processes. Note that we only consider a
directed acyclic graph with no circular dependencies. A sorted topology of the system’s dependency graph gives us the order in which the processes must be executed,
such that data requirements for each process are satisfied.
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We define a process in very general terms to encapsulate arbitrary degrees of complexity and forms of knowledge expression such as source code, rule systems or machine-learned concept functions. The core functions of (a) a typical knowledge-based
process and (b) a fixed algorithm process are shown in Fig 1. A process’ knowledge
may be impacted by changes to:
(i) data from other processes, which serve as input to the process (raw input).
(ii) derivation and expression of features, which are used by an inference system
(feature extraction).
(iii) inference system that determines the algorithm or parameters to use (control
knowledge).
(iv) the actual processing algorithms, parameter mappings and labels, which are used
as actions of the process (algorithms and parameters).

Fig. 1. A process’ internals: (a) Knowledge-based process (b) fixed algorithm process

These four types of changes may arise due to a number of different factors. In a
network of processes:
(i) Changes in one process’ output may naturally impact another process’ input.
(ii) Experts often invent new features or project these features into new feature
spaces leading to changes in the derivation and expression of features.
(iii) The inference system may be constructed using machine learning techniques and
may predict different actions in response to different features. Improvements to
the inference system may occur because more labeled data becomes available for
training, or revisions are made to the learning algorithm and its parameters.
(iv) The algorithms executed based on the actions proposed by the inference system,
may be improved independently of the inference system.
A process representing a fixed algorithm may face changes to its input (i) and the
algorithm itself (iv), whilst a knowledge-based vision process may encounter changes
to any of the four functions as shown in Fig 1. The previously proposed solutions in
ProcessRDR [6] only monitored and validated changes to the inference system (iii),
and did not present a strategy to manage the impact of changes across multiple interdependent processes, which becomes critical as the number of processes within a
system grows.
In keeping with RDR, we define a case at each process in terms of the process’ input data and the resulting output. This ensures that a process only considers the minimal set of data sources necessary to undertake its task and captures process-specific
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behavioral requirements. Like RDR, we require that any change made to a process be
motivated by a case and captured as a cornerstone case for the process.
If a process is modified we evaluate the quality of the change by evaluating its cornerstone cases. Any difference to the input and output data for a cornerstone case
highlights a potential effect as a consequence of these changes. We call these differences cornerstone shifts. The key difference between RDR and ProcessNet is in the
handling of cornerstone shifts.
As is expected with evolving insight into the domain, our notion of truth and the
nature of data may change. To accommodate for this, ProcessNet must allow for shifts
in cornerstones, as long as they are consistent with our present notion of truth and
deemed to be acceptable by the expert. This is in contrast to RDR where deviations in
cornerstones are rejected outright. Permitting cornerstone shifts ensures that our
knowledge continues to evolve and keep pace with ‘concept drift’. Cornerstone shifts
that conflict with ground truth are not allowed and will require vision experts to revise
the changes, or make further changes to ensure consistent operation of the system.
Cornerstones for a process capture an example of the requirements for that given
process, but may not capture the implicit contract of expectation that other dependent
processes have with the process. So while we validate a process’ correctness against
its own cornerstones, the validation of its impact on dependent processes lies with the
latter. Each of the dependent processes must also be evaluated for changes to the input
and subsequent output, by checking against its own set of cornerstones. This frees the
expert from having to consider the entire system when revising a single process. An
expert improves the correctness of a specific process with respect to its cornerstones,
with the expectation that other processes will also be revised in turn to accommodate
for the changes as required.
Detecting cornerstone shifts and revising the processes to handle these shifts may
continue recursively down the dependency graph of processes. The order in which the
processes are evaluated and revised is determined by the order in which they are run
within the system to satisfy the data requirements. The incremental revision and validation of individual processes, and collectively the entire system, should ensure that
the system continues to adapt in light of more labeled data and evolving expertise.

3 Application to Medical Image Segmentation
3.1 Medical Image Segmentation
Medical imaging has become an invaluable resource for physicians across a number
of modalities and applications, by providing a non-invasive look inside a patient to
detect, diagnose and monitor diseases. A computer aided detection and diagnosis
system (CAD) [10] could not only support physicians in diagnosis, but also assist
surgical interventions. In order to support such applications, medical image analysis
systems capable of automatically detecting and delineating or segmenting anatomy
become essential. The segmented anatomy can then be used by CAD systems to detect abnormalities indicative of diseases or to develop patient specific 3D models for
visualization that support surgical intervention.
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The development of anatomy segmentation systems, however, is a challenging task
due to the complexity of the domain, natural variations between patients, impact of
disease on normal anatomy and even variations between experts on delineation of
ground truth. These systems require domain knowledge about the anatomy and the
imaging modality, as well as control knowledge on interpreting and guiding the image
processing necessary to segment and label the results [11]. The complexity of the
domains and deformation of the natural anatomy due to the presence of diseases also
means that secondary regions must be segmented and used as cues to direct segmentation of other anatomical structures. This strategy of segmenting by parts is often
represented as a network of processes or as agents [12]. Since medical image segmentation systems are a specific application of computer vision systems, we look at some
of the general approaches to the engineering of computer vision systems, and the
incremental knowledge acquisition bottlenecks that they face.
Expert-based vision systems [2, 13, 14] rely on vision experts to explicitly encode the
knowledge in the form of algorithms or rules within a process and the relationship between processes within a network. These techniques suffer from two main limitations.
Firstly, experts find it difficult to articulate all knowledge completely and accurately. So
revisions are often required to correct knowledge previously declared. Secondly, once
captured, this knowledge is difficult to update and revise. The vision experts are expected to add to this knowledge and revise imprecise knowledge without adversely
affecting other parts of the system that depend on it. This becomes more challenging
as the system’s complexity grows, and increases the number of system components
potentially affected. These issues are the same as those identified earlier to affect most
intelligent systems, commonly referred to as knowledge acquisition bottlenecks.
More recently, vision researchers have sought to formulate vision systems in
mathematically sound frameworks [15]. In essence these approaches attempt to select
a sequence of processing steps that reduce the overall cost of making a poor segmentation. Each processing step represents a computer vision algorithm and is selected
from a set of available algorithms, based on a reward or cost function. This function is
either explicitly encoded by a vision expert or induced from. Pattern recognition and
machine learning techniques [1] are used [16, 17] to approximate the reward or cost
function from a set of labelled training data. In the context of medical imaging, this
would require medical experts to mark accurate ground truth for a large number of
training images, which can be difficult due to the demands on the expert’s time.
Graph Cut [18 - 20] based segmentation techniques are an example of an expertdefined cost function for inference at an image pixel level. Even though these
techniques avoid the requirement of training data, an expert must still define the cost
function and its parameters manually, often via trial and error. In a complex system
with multiple processes, this presents a daunting challenge for vision experts. The
knowledge acquisition bottleneck has shifted to experts requiring a strong understanding of the even more specialised task of engineering cost functions.
None of the approaches have actually addressed the core issue of the knowledge
acquisition bottleneck. Even though some are based on sound mathematical foundations, the underlying features or algorithms are still heuristically composed by experts
and revised incrementally in response to newly available data as well as the expert’s
evolving understanding of the problem and vision algorithms. Engineering of medical
anatomy segmentation systems are built by incremental ad-hoc engineering and face
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all the issues identified earlier in Section 1. This makes the medical image segmentation problem not only an important one to address, but also well suited for incremental engineering via ProcessNet.
3.2 Lung Anatomy Segmentation
We have put the ideas of ProcessNet into practice and developed a lung anatomy
segmentation system that segments parts of the thoracic anatomy visible within High
Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) studies of patients. While lung anatomy
segmentation systems have been developed for a number of modalities including xrays [21] and HRCT [22], none of the approaches has attempted to segment multiple
anatomical regions in parallel, nor have they addressed the risks inherent in incremental ad-hoc revisions.
Our lung anatomy segmentation system segments the spine, sternum, shoulder
blades, trachea, bronchi, oesophagus and lungs. The system is constructed to process
sparse HRCT studies with an average of 15 images of 1 mm thickness, spaced every
15 mm along the axial plane of the body. The HRCT data is from real patients suffering from a variety of diffuse lung diseases that affect the lung regions.
The anatomy segmentation system starts with no prior knowledge about the domain or any vision algorithms. A vision expert adds knowledge incrementally as
required in the form of processes and their relationships. During development, the
expert seeks to ensure that both the ability of the system to undertake additional segmentation tasks and the accuracy with which a task is carried out are improved. Segmenting multiple regions in parallel allows processes of the system to take advantage
of anatomical cues and partial registrations, for subsequent segmentations of other
anatomy by other processes. The vision expert can define a process in source code
that calls upon a library of fundamental image processing functions (for example
[23]) or implements specific vision algorithms within the process itself.
3.3 Results
ProcessNet’s incremental validated change strategy ensures that the performance of
the lung anatomy segmentation system is either improved or maintained consistently,
despite frequent revisions by an expert as they attempt to improve parts of the system.
To establish this, we measure the system’s performance over three training phases –
A, B and C. During each training phase, a vision expert engineers the anatomy segmentation system using 3 patient studies each. Three new studies are added at each
phase and the system is adapted to deal with them. At the end of each training phase,
the system segmentation accuracy is evaluated against independent test sets that were
not used in training. Details of the incremental software engineering of the system
using ProcessNet and the evaluation of segmentation accuracy over the three training
phases are presented below.
3.3.1 ProcessNet in Operation
In the training phases, a process is added or modified as the need arises for better
features or improved techniques to handle a specific task. Alternatively processes that
perform poorly or become redundant are removed from the system. A summary of
revisions during the training phase A, B and C is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Revision summary for training phases A, B and C.

Studies
Images
System Revisions
- Process Additions
- Process Modifications
- Process Removal
Number of Processes
Cornerstones Added

A
3
59
47
22
147
0
22
51

B
3
47
6
4
51
1
25
45

C
3
58
8
3
23
3
25
38

Total
9
164
61
30
221
4
25
134

Fig. 2. Lung anatomy segmentation system after Phase C. Arrows indicate information flow
between the processes. ResultSaver is a process that receives input from every other process.
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Table 2. Processes listed in the run order

ID Process
1. HRCTLoader
2. PrevKnownShoulderArm
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

PleuralTissue
BodyTissueB
BodyTissueA
BodyMask
AirInBody
BoneStructures
CalcifiedRegions
PrevKnownSternum
ScanProperties

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

AirRegionAnalysis
ShoulderArmDetection
SpineDetection
SternumDetection
AirRegionLocations

17. AirRegionAnalysis2
18. BronchusEstimate

Purpose
Loads and enhances DICOM images.
Loads previously segmented shoulder
regions.
Segments pleural tissue.
Segments fatty body tissue.
Segments muscular body tissue.
Generates a mask of the body.
Detects air filled regions within the body.
Detects bone structures.
Detects calcified regions.
Loads previously segmented sternum regions.
Extract scan information from DICOM
header.
Measures structural features for air regions.
Detects shoulder, arms and shoulder blades.
Detects the bone structures of the spine.
Detects the bone structures of the sternum.
Measures location based features for air
regions.
Measures textural features for air regions.
Estimates bronchus, trachea and oesophagus.

19. BronchusDetection
Labels bronchus, trachea and oesophgaus.
20. SanityCheckBronchialTree Resolve conflicts within bronchus regions.
21. LungsEstimate
Estimates regions likely to be lung.
22.
23.
24.
25.

LungsLocation
LungsDetection
LungsFinal
ResultSaver

Measures location based features for lungs.
Labels lungs as left, right or merged.
Resolves conflicts between lung and bronchi.
Saves results of processes as XML and
images.

Requires
1
1
1
1
1, 4, 5
1, 6
3-7
1, 6
1
1
1, 6, 7, 11
7, 8, 11, 12
8, 11-13
8, 11, 12, 13
1, 12
2, 10-15
1, 2, 11-13,
16, 17
1, 18
1, 19
1-3, 6, 7,
11-13, 20
2, 10-15, 21
1, 22
1, 20, 23
1-24

During training phase A, there were 47 system revisions or training events, where a
vision expert revised parts of the system; these diminished to 6 and 8 by phases B and
C respectively. Each training event involved changes to one or more processes as new
processes were added and existing ones modified or removed.
In phase A, 22 new processes were added and subsequently modified 147 times
during the course of training as issues were discovered in the light of new training
data. The vision algorithms necessary for the system were being introduced and
subsequently refined during this period. The processes implemented basic imageprocessing algorithms such as image filtering, thresholding, morphology, image
subtraction and region growing. By training phases B and C, the number of new
processes added had reduced to 4 and 3 respectively and the modifications made to
processes also decreased to 51 and 23 respectively.
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In phases B and C, 1 and 3 processes respectively were removed. This is because
some processes were found not to perform well. The new processes added in lieu of
these processes offered better algorithms to carry out specific tasks and the over-all
system goals. For example the lungs detection processes evolved from a simple
thresholding algorithm in phase A, to applying locally parameterized active contours
in phase B and finally superseded by a statistical model and an RDR classifier using
relational features defined with respect to spine, sternum, left and right shoulders in
phase C. This is driven by the expert’s choice, but ProcessNet supports the decisions
by providing for consistency checks on cornerstones.
At the end of phase C, the 164 images available for training had been used to add
134 cornerstones to 25 processes within the system. Further analysis of the cornerstones showed that these 134 cornerstones came from 97 unique training images.
Since each process maintains its own set of cornerstone cases, a new training image
that results in revisions to multiple processes may lead to multiple cornerstones, each
derived for the process being revised.
In total the vision expert made 221 revisions to processes in the form of source
code edits, addition of new rules to knowledge bases or invocation of machine
learning algorithms for induction of rules at a process. Further analysis reveals
more than 70% of the modifications were source code edits, which would not have
been validated under ProcessRDR. The final network of processes after phase C is
shown in Fig. 2, and details about the processes and their dependencies are shown
in Table 2.

Fig. 3. Anatomy segmentation: (Left) Original image, (Right) Segmentation results

3.3.2 Evaluation of Segmentation Accuracy
At the end of each training phase, the accuracy of the system in segmenting anatomy
was evaluated on two independent test sets of hand-marked ground-truth. The first
test set, called Anatomy-20, contains ground truth image masks for lungs, spine, sternum and shoulder regions for each of the 342 images from 20 patient studies. The
second test set, called Lungs-40, contains ground truth masks for only lung regions in
583 images from 40 patient studies. The 20 patient studies in the Anatomy-20 test set
is a subset of the 40 patient studies in the Lungs-40 test set.
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The segmentation results of the system are compared against the hand-marked
ground truth masks for spine, sternum, shoulder and lung regions using the metrics of
sensitivity and specificity defined below:
Sensitivity = TP / (TP+FN) .
Specificity = TN / (TN+FP) .
where,
TP = True Positives are the number of pixels correctly labeled as lungs.
TN = True Negatives are the number of pixels correctly labeled as non-lung.
FP = False Positives are the number of pixels incorrectly labeled as lungs.
FN = False Negatives are the number of pixels incorrectly labeled as non-lung.

A good segmentation system should have high sensitivity and specificity values. For
example, a sensitivity of 100% for lung would indicate that all pixels within the image
considered to be lung by the ground truth were detected as lung by the system. A
specificity of 100% would indicate that all pixels identified as not belonging to lung
by the ground truth were successfully excluded.
Table 3. Mean sensitivity (Sens.) and specificity (Spec.) as percentages for phases A, B and C
Test Set
Anatomy-20
- Lungs
- Spine
- Sternum
- Shoulder
Lungs-40

A

B

C

Sens.

Spec.

Sens.

Spec.

Sens.

Spec.

72.85
40.90
7.58
6.21
88.40

92.57
99.81
99.95
99.87
99.80

79.43
88.28
40.72
44.52
93.90

99.75
99.59
99.85
99.97
99.70

82.34
88.28
46.98
40.15
96.10

99.52
99.59
99.79
99.98
99.40

The mean sensitivity and specificity for lungs, spine, sternum and shoulders across
the three training phases are shown in Table 3. The high specificity values indicate
that the processes are conservative in their detection and labeling of regions, hence
less likely to include regions that are not lung, spine, sternum or shoulder. This is true
for both Anatomy-20 and Lungs-40 datasets, with the mean specificity values around
99% across the three training phases. Only the lungs (in Anatomy-20) incorrectly
include non-lungs regions during phase A, as indicated by a specificity of 92.57%,
which was improved in subsequent training phases.
The sensitivity in segmenting lung regions saw an improvement across the three
training phases for both the Anatomy-20 and the Lungs-40 datasets. The sensitivity
for spine, sternum and shoulder regions improves significantly during phase B and
remains relatively consistent during phase C. The sensitivity for shoulders (at
40.15%) and sternum (at 46.98%) remains quite low even during phase C, but this
must be evaluated in context of their role within the system.
Firstly the intended purpose of shoulder and sternum regions is to acquire an approximation of the landmarks to correctly scale and align the statistical model used to
segment lung regions. So even if these processes do not capture all of the pixels for
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Fig. 4. Lung segmentation results. (Left to Right) Patient I, II and III. (Top to Bottom) Original
HRCT scan, segmentation results after training phase A, B and C.

shoulder or sternum, even a partial segmentation is sufficient for their intended task.
Secondly PrevKnownShoulderArm and PrevKnownSternum help to compensate for
regions missed by ShoulderArmDetection and SternumDetection respectively, by
retrieving the segmentation results for the preceding images for the same patient.
Engineering a system as a network of processes allows limitations of an algorithm
within one process to be compensated by other algorithms in other processes.
Three examples of segmentation results from the Anatomy-40 test set are shown
in Figure 4. The top row represents the original HRCT image and subsequent rows
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represent the segmentation results after training phase A, B and C, respectively. As
mentioned earlier the training and test sets contain patients suffering from a variety of
diffuse lung diseases. The lungs of patient I are affected by emphysema and honeycombing diseases patterns. The lungs of patient II are affected by ground-glassopacity. Patient III has normal lung tissue, albeit suffers from pleural plaques
affecting small parts of the lung wall.
At the end of training phase A, the anatomy segmentation system could correctly
segment the healthy lung tissue as shown in patient III, but had difficulty segmenting
lung regions in studies where the patient was severely affected by a variety of diffuse
lung diseases in patient I and II. In training phase B, revisions to the system led to an
improvement in its ability to segment lung regions in patients affected by emphysema,
as observable by the improvements in results for patient I. It was also successful in
segmenting shoulder regions missed previously by adjusting for the body’s rotation as
observed for patient II and III. By the end of training phase C, the system correctly
segments lungs severely affected by honeycombing (patient I) and ground-glassopacity (patient II). The segmentation for the sternum regions for patient III incorrectly includes other calcified regions and ribs. In patient II the sternum is fused with
the ribs, thus making it difficult to separate them. Note that none of these cases from
the test sets were used to train or revise the system. The improvements in these test
cases were a result of improvements made on other training cases.

4 Discussion
It is reasonable to accept that when developing complex software systems, the required knowledge is often incomplete and further revisions are needed until the
knowledge can converge to support the intended goals of the system. These incremental ad-hoc revisions carry the risk of degrading the system.
ProcessNet offers a strategy to facilitate incremental convergence in the knowledge
of the system, irrespective of whether that knowledge is defined in rules or algorithms
or other software systems. It allows experts the opportunity to identify poorly performing parts of the system and use evidence in the form of cornerstone cases to
guide the revisions to improve them. Our anatomy segmentation system constructed
using ProcessNet, demonstrates an improvement in the knowledge over three training
phases as observed via improved segmentation results for lung, spine, sternum and
shoulder regions on independent test sets.
The erroneous cases in the test set denote the system’s current limitation, and if
used to revise the system, will become cornerstones for the processes of the lung
anatomy segmentation system. Once captured as cornerstones the validated change
strategy of ProcessNet will ensure that any future changes to the system do not degrade the process or system’s performance for these cases. Naturally the strength of
such a system lies in the quality of its cornerstone cases. The relatively poor segmentation results for shoulder regions between phases B and C indicates that the current
set of cornerstones did not cover all the variations present in the test set.
As the number of cases available grows over time, the expert can use pattern recognition and machine learning techniques to automatically derive the knowledge
within the narrow scope of a process. The larger the pool of cornerstones cases, the
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greater the confidence an expert can have in the quality of that process. Even though a
ProcessNet system may have a large number of processes, the validated change strategy focuses the attention of an expert’s revision on one process at a time. These qualities make ProcessNet scalable in the number of cases, but also in the number of processes within the system.
Further to this, multiple experts can engineer different parts of the system and only
concentrate on improving the correctness of their specific processes. The validation of
a process via its own cornerstones serves as a simple and effective approach to determine how the inputs to a process may change and adapt accordingly.

5 Conclusion
Incremental ad-hoc engineering of complex software systems, is an inevitable consequence of engineering systems as available data, expertise and techniques evolve. The
risk of a change degrading the system’s performance restricts our ability to build
complex systems and confidently assimilate new data and techniques. In this work we
have presented an incremental validated change strategy called ProcessNet that mitigates these risks. While ProcessNet may not eliminate all risk of degradations, the
experiments support the idea that the accumulated set of cornerstones offer a datadriven means to assess the quality of a change to the system. This is the same argument and experience that underlies standard RDR.
ProcessNet captures and validates knowledge represented explicitly (such as in the
form of rules) or implicitly in the libraries and algorithms defined in the source code
of a process. The use of cornerstones at each process means that knowledge behind
heuristically defined algorithms can be supported by evidence grounded in data. The
medical image analysis system developed using ProcessNet, demonstrates that despite
large numbers of ad-hoc revisions, an anatomy segmentation solution can be discovered and improved over time in a systematic manner.
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